Terms and Conditions
1/ Prices are in Euro per day.
2/ Payment is made at the time of delivery and can be cash or credit cards. The company has the
right to ask for credit card details.
3/ Gasoline is paid by the renter and is not refundable.
4/ Extra driver at €2.00 per day.
5/ Traffic fines are renters' responsibility.
6/ Baby seats, booster seats at €2.00 per day (Pre-booking required).
7/ GPS navigation systems at €5.00 per day (Pre-booking required).
8/ Unlimited kilometers.
9/ Free delivery and collection within Ayia Napa and Protaras area. Delivery and collection to other
places also available; Cost dependent on location.
10/ A rental day can start at any time of the day, after 8.00am, BUT, the drop off time is always 7.00
am unless agreed otherwise.
11/ INSURANCE
a. Prices listed in the leaflet include full third party insurance, covering damages made to other cars.
The hirer is responsible for any damage made to the car.
b. C.D.W. Collision Damage Waiver is available at €10.00 per day for groups 1,2,3,4 and 5
C.D.W. for groups 6,7,8,9 and 10 at €12.00 per day. C.D.W. covers all damages made to the car
except tires, oil sump, windscreen and theft. Excess for groups 1,2,3,4 and 5 €400.00 and €800.00
for groups 6,7,8,9 and 10.
c. A.D.W. Additional Damage Waiver is available at €4.00 per day for groups 1,2,3,4 and 5
A.D.W at €6.00 per day for groups 6,7,8,9 and 10. A.D.W. covers the excess, tires, windscreen,
theft, of the car or parts of it and injuries or loss of life.
d. Markos rent a car ltd can also arrange and provide you with a Third party or Full Insurance for
the Turkish occupied area. Feel free to ask For more information. (Pre-ordering required).
No form of insurance covers damages made to the oil sump, vandalism or made off road.
e. Personal belongings, GPS navigation systems or Baby seats are drivers' responsibility.
12/ Drivers under 25, or over 70 years old, additional €5.00 per day. Drivers in this category can
obtain additional damage waiver but excess remains.
Drivers' age: Minimum 25 years old, or three years driving license.
13/ ONE DAY rentals can only be booked last minute and only upon enough availability.
14/ VAT 19% IS NOT INCLUDED IN PRICES

